Spelling Menu
Choose 4 menu items to complete each week. On a piece of paper, write the spelling rule
of the week and the date at the top of the page. Then write the title of the menu item
and complete the menu item. Put the paper in your duotang and return to school.
** Your child can choose to study the word list, the roots of the words on the word list or sight words that they
may be spelling incorrectly in their daily writing.

Pretest

Synonyms and Antonyms Consonants and Vowels

Have mom or dad give you a
pretest. For each word that you

Write a synonym or and antonym for

Write each spelling word using your

each spelling word. These must be in

two favourite colours (one for

sentence form. Ex: A synonym for

consonants and the other for

flower is plant.

vowels).

Definitions

Alphabetize

Look-up and write a definition for

Alphabetize your words from A – Z,

each word; use complete sentences.

then from Z-A.

Goofy Spelling Story

Adding my words

Create a Tagxedo for all your

Write a silly story using all of your

Choose 10 spelling words. Add up

spelling words. Include each spelling

spelling words. Please write in com-

each word.

word and either a synonym, antonym,

plete sentences. If you have time

get wrong, think of a clue or
trick that may help you
remember – write them in your
spelling book.

Text it

Write each spelling word and the
numbers you would press to text it
to a friend. (Use the
traditional 12 key pad.)

The numbers should be
written beneath the
corresponding letters.

Tagxedo

or its plural. Print the word clouds

you can illustrate your story.

you made and glue into your spelling

*consonants are worth 5, vowels are
worth 10
Examples:

book.

said= 5+10+10+5=30

http://www.tagxedo.com/

there= 5+5+10+5+10=35

Vowel circle

Bubble letters

New Words

Write your spelling words once.

Write each of your spelling words in

Find 3 new words that are not on

Circle all of the vowels.

bubble letters.

your list that follow the spelling rule
for the week.
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Rule of the week: Double the p when adding ING

1. Tagxedo

2. Adding my words
Hop= 5+10+5=20
Flap= 5+5+10+5=25
Grip= 5+5+10+5=25
Shop= 5+5+10+5=25

